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	An integrated overview of cancer drug discovery and development from the bench to the clinic, showing with broad strokes and representative examples the drug development process as a network of linked components leading from the discovered target to the ultimate therapeutic product. Following a systems biology approach, the authors explain genomic databases and how to discover oncological targets from them, how then to advance from the gene and transcript to the level of protein biochemistry, how next to move from the chemical realm to that of the living cell and, ultimately, pursue animal modeling and clinical development. Emerging cancer therapeutics including Ritux an, Erbitux, Gleevec Herceptin, Avastin, ABX-EGF, Velcade, Kepivance, Iressa, Tarceva, and Zevalin are addressed. Highlights include cancer genomics, pharmacogenomics, transcriptomics, gene expression analysis, proteomic and enzymatic cancer profiling technologies, and cellular and animal approaches to cancer target validation.
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Understanding Medical Surgical Nursing (Hardcover Only)F. A. Davis Company, 2006

	Continuing the success of their previous books, authors Linda Williams and Paula Hopper deliver another trend-setting edition that explores and teaches the "why" of medical/surgical nursing. Complex issues are presented in a clear and easy-to-digest way that encourages LPN students to think critically while learning real world...
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Synthetic BiologySpringer, 2015

	This book provides a comprehensive, up-to-date overview of the  opportunities and challenges of the complex field of synthetic biology, which combines various scientific disciplines. The emerging field of synthetic biology employs biotechnological approaches to  recreate and enhance basic biological structures, intracellular...
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Photoshop CS5 for Nature Photographers: A Workshop in a BookSybex, 2010

	The only Photoshop-based book dedicated to photographing and producing images of nature


	Award-winning nature photographers Ellen and Josh Anon reveal their secrets to creating stunning nature images using their field-tested methods and the very latest Photoshop techniques. The book is packed with practical workflows and...
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Blender 2.5 HOTSHOTPackt Publishing, 2011

	With Blender 2.5 Hotshot you will take a tour around Blender 3D tools and discover the tight
	integration between them by working on projects covering many aspects of computer image
	generation, modeling, lighting, compositing, animation, and the game engine.


	Using a projects based approach you will learn fun and challenging...
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InDesign CS4 Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
You have a personal tutor in the Digital Classroom 
If you want expert instruction that fits into your schedule, Digital Classroom delivers. Adobe Certified Experts guide you through 13 lessons, helping you learn essential InDesign CS4 skills at your own speed. Full-color, step-by-step instructions in the book are enhanced with...
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Unified Modeling Language Reference ManualAddison Wesley, 2004
 “If you are a serious user of UML, there is no other book quite  like this one. I have been involved with the UML specification process  for some time, but I still found myself learning things while reading  through this book—especially on the changes and new capabilities that  have come with UML.”
...
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